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Abstract
In this paper the Higgs mechanism is simply explained by a modification of
the Kronig-Penney-Model well known in solid state physics. By this model an
inverse (harmonic) oscillator is derived which can give a hint to Higgs Mechanism, eventually the Higgs Mechanism can be explained by this modified
Kronig-Penney-Model. Also a short explanation is given for the relativistic
curvature of space by the presence of mass and for the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
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1. Introduction
Modified Kronig-Penney model
In [1] a modified Kronig-Penney model has been presented relating to the
unified field theory:
It has been assumed that space and material are quantised: the space is subdivided by an array of equidistantly arranged Delta potentials forming space
quanta (space quantisation). If a material quantum is inserted into this Delta
potential array, the solution of the Schrödinger equation yields the formula [1]:
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with ψ ( x = na ) as the material quantum probability density distribution at
the sites x = na of the Delta potential in space, E as the total energy of the material quantum, Ekin as the kinetic energy of the material quantum, z as the numDOI: 10.4236/jhepgc.2019.54064
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ber of Delta potentials in this model and V0 as a pre-factor of the Delta potential.
The material quantum probability distribution ψ ( x = na )

2

is drawn against

Ekin (Figure 1; in [1] this figure is also denoted as Figure 1(a)).
It has been shown that two solutions are the most relevant ones: in case of the
first solution, the mterial quantum probability density distribution is located exactly between two Delta potentials and hence precisely in the center of a space
quantum: in this state the material quantum can be interpreted as a mass quantum (Figure 2(a), in [1] this figure is also denoted as Figure 2(a)), while in case
of the second solution the material quantum probability density distribution is
located exactly at the sites of the Delta potentials, and hence at the lateral area of
a space quantum: in this state the material quantum can be interpreted as an
energy quantum or photon (light) (Figure 2(b); in [1] this figure is denoted as
Figure 2(f)).

Figure 1. The material quantum probability density |ψ(x = na, Ekin)|2 is drawn against the
kinetic energy Ekin yielding a linear graph with the slope of −1/zV0 and an y-intercept of
E/zV0.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) The first relevant solution of Schrödinger equation yields that the material
quantum is located exactly in the center of a space quantum with an equidistance to both
adjacent Delta potentials; in this case the material quantum can be considered as a mass
quantum; (b) The second relevant solution of Schrödinger equation yields that the material quantum is located exactly at the sites of the Delta potentials; in this case the material quantum can be considered as an energy quantum or photon (light).
DOI: 10.4236/jhepgc.2019.54064
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The material quantum behaviour inside the Delta potential array can be interpreted as a vibration state faintly similar to a string. The array of Delta potentials can be considered faintly as something similar to the Higgs field.
This modified Kronig-Penney model can also be applied to Solid State Physics
[2].

Higgs mechanism (strongly simplified illustration)
The potential curve of a harmonic oscillator is shown in Figure 3: the energy

E is drawn against the oscillation field amplitude A with E ~ A2. It is evident that
at the point P1 (in Figure 3) the energy E is zero and also the oscillation field
amplitude A is zero, while at the points P2 (in Figure 3) the energy E is larger
than zero and the oscillation field amplitude A is also larger than zero. This
matches with our daily-life experience.
In case of an oscillator subject to a Higgs potential, the situation is vice versa
and more complex which is illustrated in a very simplified way as follows: In
Figure 4 the potential curve of a Higgs oscillator is shown. Again the energy E is
drawn against the oscillating field amplitude A. The Higgs potential is characterized by two minima (in Figure 4 denoted by point P3 and point P4) and a local
maximum (in Figure 4 denoted by point P5), so the Higgs potential looks like a
Mexican hat or donut profile. This can be interpreted as follows: at point P3 and
point P4 the energy E is zero, but the oscillation field amplitude A is larger than
zero; that means the Higgs oscillator is oscillating or vibrating, although the
energy E is zero. At point P5 the energy E is larger than zero, but the oscillation
field amplitude A is zero; that means the Higgs oscillator is not oscillating or vibrating, although the energy E is larger than zero.

Figure 3. Potential curve of a harmonic oscillator by which the energy E is drawn against
the field amplitude A, shown with the characteristic points P1 and P2.
DOI: 10.4236/jhepgc.2019.54064
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Figure 4. An oscillator featured by a Higgs potential (energy E drawn against the field
amplitude A) with two local minima (points P3 and P4: energy E = 0, while field oscillation amplitude A > 0) and a local maximum (point P5: energy E > 0, while field oscillation amplitude A = 0).

This strange oscillation or vibration behavior can be considered as an inverse
(harmonic) oscillator, and indeed the area between the point P3 and P4 can be
approximately seen as an inverse potential curve of a harmonic oscillator. This
strange oscillation or vibration behavior can be explained by a modified Kronig-Penney Model originally conceived in Solid State Physics and now applied to
the Higgs mechanism in this paper.

2. Theoretical Contemplation
Now it is supposed that the Higgs field is composed of an array of equidistantly
arranged Delta potentials and a material quantum is inserted into it, as already
discussed in case of the modified Kronig-Penney model [1]: the modified Kronig-Penney model shows that the situation of the material quantum between two
adjacent Delta potentials (Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b)) can be interpreted as a
vibration formally similar to a harmonic oscillator, but with a decisive difference: at the highest kinetic energy Ekin the probability distribution density |ψ(x)|2
of the material quantum is maximum at the center of the cubic space quantum
and minimum at the Delta potentials located at the side lines of the cubic space
quantum (Figure 2(a) and Figure 1: point of intersection between graph and
axis of abscissae), while at the lowest kinetic energy Ekin the probability distribution density |ψ(x)|2 of the material quantum is minimum at the center of the cubic space quantum and maximum at the Delta potentials at the side lines of the
cubic space quantum (Figure 2(b) and Figure 1: point of intersection between
graph and axis of ordinates). In case of a harmonic oscillator it is quite vice versa: at a low kinetic energy the probability distribution density |ψ(x)|2 is maxiDOI: 10.4236/jhepgc.2019.54064
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mum at the center and minimum at the side lines as above discussed, while at
high (kinetic) energy the probability distribution density |ψ(x)|2 is minimum at
the center and maximum at the side lines (or to be more precisely: in the momentary state of maximum kinetic energy, |ψ(x)|2 is minimum at center and in
the momentary state of maximum potential energy, |ψ(x)|2 is maximum at the
side lines).
As already stated above, in case of a Higgs oscillator the field amplitude A is
zero at an energy E > 0 (point P5 in Figure 4), while the field amplitude A is
larger than zero at an energy E = 0 (points P3 and P4 in Figure 4). This means
vibration or oscillation occurs at an energy E = 0 (see points P3 and P4 in Figure
4), while no vibration or no oscillation occurs at an energy E > 0 (see point P5 in
Figure 4).
Obviously, one can easily observe that between the points P3 and P4 the Higgs
potential is similar to an inverse harmonic oscillator.
This kind of vibration behaviour is similar to the inverse (harmonic) oscillator
being based on the modified Kronig-Penney-Model as discussed [1]. Thus is can
be assumed that the inverse (harmonic) oscillator being based on the Higgs potential is similar to the inverse (harmonic) oscillator being based on the modified
Kronig-Penney-Model (or being based on an equidistant array of Delta potentials). Eventually by this way the Higgs Mechanism can be explained by the
modified Kronig-Penney-Model, while the Higgs field is nothing else as a periodic array of Delta potentials equidistantly arranged from minus infinity to plus
infinity in which material quanta occur.
Something similar to an inverse oscillator can be often found in solid state
physics: the dispersion relation of a free electron is parabolic, but inside a crystal
lattice the periodic and regular arrangement of positively charged atomic nuclei
has a huge impact of the electron movement subject to dispersion relation inside
the crystal lattice (often the dispersion relation of an electron inside a solid state
crystal lattice deviates from the parabolic form, e.g. the effective mass of an electron can even become negative) [3] [4] [5] [6].
Such kind of an inverse oscillator can be illustrated in a very descriptive way:
an attractive interaction exists between the material quantum and the adjacent
Delta potentials. Thus the resting position (Ekin = 0) of such an inverse oscillator
is shown in Figure 2(b), when the material quantum is located around the Delta
2
potential, that means ψ ( x = na ) is maximal at the sites of the Delta potentials (corresponding to the point of intersection between graph and axis of ordinates in Figure 1). In this position the material quantum has a minimal kinetic
energy and it is in a stable equilibrium state, because the attractive interaction
between the material quantum and the Delta potential makes the material
quantum being fixed at the Delta potential.
The position as shown in Figure 2(a) (corresponding to the point of intersection between graph and axis of abscissa in Figure 1), when the material quantum is located exactly between two adjacent Delta potentials (that means

ψ ( x = na )
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state with a maximal kinetic energy Ekin), is also an equilibrium state, but not a
stable or indifferent one, but rather an unstable or labile one: only exactly in this
position the material quantum is submitted to the same attractive interactions
exerted by the Delta potentials from both sides. Already a slight displacement
can destroy the instable equilibrium state. Between both equilibrium states, the
stable and the unstable or labile one, only a non-equilibrium intermediate state
could eventually occur which only temporarily exits or even which eventually
must not exist at all, because it is forbidden. Thus the energy gap is explained in
a descriptive way separating a mass quantum and an energy quantum from one
another.
By further contemplation one can draw the following two conclusions from
the precedent passage:
Firstly, the movement of a material quantum through the array of Delta potentials are not continuously, but discrete or quantized, otherwise the material
quantum must take temporarily the non-equilibrium intermediate state (which
is eventually forbidden), when it is moving from one cubic space quantum cell to
the other. This can only explained by time quantization: In case of time quantization only two states exists: the material quantum is in the cubic space quantum
cell A or the material quantum is in the adjacent cubic space quantum cell B,
while no intermediate state exists. Thus the movement of the material quantum
takes place step-by-step or to be more precisely, the migration of the material
quantum is quantized.
Secondly, the unstable equilibrium state (as shown in Figure 2(a)) also implies the following: The both neighbouring Delta potentials are forming a cubic
space quantum cell (Figure 5(a)). If there is no material quantum inside the cubic space quantum cell, the space quantum cell has a length or an extension of
the value a; that means the distance between the two adjacent Delta potentials is
about a (Figure 5(a)). Now a material quantum is inserted into the space quantum cell. The material quantum is positioned exactly between the two neighbouring Delta potentials, so it has exactly the same distance a/2 towards each of
the two Delta potentials (Figure 5(b)). As discussed above, in this state the material quantum is in an unstable equilibrium state, because each Delta potential
exerts an attractive force (interaction) on the material quantum from both sides
(Figure 5(b)). As the attractive interaction between the material quantum and
the Delta potential on the left side is equal with the attractive interaction between the material quantum and the Delta potential on the right side, thus the
material quantum is subject to the same attractive interaction from both sides by
the neighbouring Delta potentials and so the material quantum is in an unstable
equilibrium implying no movement of the material quantum. But the two attractive interactions do not compensate one another in the sense of being totally
nullifying one another, but they continue to be exerted on the material quantum
and vice versa, that means the material quantum itself exerts an attractive interaction (or force) on the two Delta potentials on both sides. As a consequence of
DOI: 10.4236/jhepgc.2019.54064
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. (a) A cubic space quantum cell with no material quantum present has a length
of a; (b) Now a material quantum is inserted precisely in the center of the cubic space
quantum cell having an exact distance of a/2 towards the two Delta potentials on both
sides; the material quantum is subject to the attractive interactions with the neighbouring
Delta potentials on both sides compensating each other, thus the material quantum does
not move (unstable equilibrium state); (c) The attractive interactions between the material quantum and the two Delta potentials are not one-sided, but both-sided also having an
impact on the site of the Delta potentials (see two additional arrows in the (c)), thus
making the two Delta potentials shifting to the center of the space quantum cell where the
material quantum is located: the length of the space quantum cell reduces from a to a*.

this, it is postulated that the two neighbouring Delta potentials will move towards the material quantum (located in the center of the space quantum cell)
due to the attractive interactions. By this way, the extension of the cubic space
DOI: 10.4236/jhepgc.2019.54064
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quantum cell is reduced from the value a to a* due to the Delta potential shift
described above, which can be interpreted as space curvature (Figure 5(c)). That
means that the two adjacent Delta potentials are now separated by a distance a*
from one another, if the material quantum occurs precisely in the center of the
cubic space quantum cell, and which is smaller to the space quantum cell length
a > a* in case of no material quantum is present inside the space quantum cell.
If one consider the state of the material quantum located in the center of the
space quantum cell as a mass quantum (as shown in Figure 2(a) or Figure 5(b)
and Figure 5(c)), one can interpreted this kind of space deformation as the space
curvature in the presence of mass according to Einstein general theory of relativity. Thus the relativistic space curvature is nothing else than the Delta potentials’
shift towards the material quantum (located at the center of the cubic space quantum cell) due to attractive interaction between material quantum and Delta potentials.

3. Conclusions
Both the space curvature of the space quantum cell (due to the presence of mass
quantum) and the time quantization lead to the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle: the probability density distribution |ψ|2 of a particle depends on the sequence of space quanta occupation by mass quantum shown by a simple Monte
Carlo simulation:
At first we observe three adjacent cubic space quantum cells side by side
(Figure 6(a)): the left one is denoted by SQ1, the middle one is denoted by SQ2
and the right one is denoted by SQ3. At the beginning all three cubic space
quantum cells are empty or unoccupied, which means all three space quantum
cells are not occupied by any material quantum. All space quantum cells have a
length of a (Figure 6(a)). The initial position of the entire space quantum cell
triplet is located in the middle.
Now we discuss the first case: firstly the left space quantum cell SQ1 is occupied implying a reduction of the cell length from a to a* (Figure 6(b)) due to the
shift of Delta potentials towards the center (space deformation, see discussion
above). Thus the space quantum triple is shifted to the left side. Then a time quant
later the middle space quantum cell SQ2 is occupied also implying a reduction of
the cell length from a to a* (Figure 6(c)). Thus the space quantum triple is further shifted to the left side. After all a time quant later again the right space
quantum cell SQ3 is occupied at last also implying a reduction of the cell length
from a to a* (Figure 6(d)). This sequence of space quantum cell occupation by a
mass quantum results in a shift of the entire space quantum triple to the left side.
Now we discuss the second case, by which the order of occupation is quite the
other way round: firstly the right space quantum cell SQ3 is occupied implying a
reduction of the cell length from a to a* (Figure 6(e)) due to the shift of Delta
potentials towards the space quantum cell center (space deformation, see discussion above). Thus the space quantum triple is shifted to the right side. Then a
DOI: 10.4236/jhepgc.2019.54064
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 6. (a) Three empty adjacent cubic space quantum cells SQ1, SQ2 and SQ3 not occupied by a material quantum; each space quantum cell has a length of a, respectively; (b)
and (c) Now the subsequent occupation of the space quantum cells starts from the left
side; the length of an occupied space quantum cell reduces from a to a*; (d) After the
subsequent space quantum cell occupation has finished from the left side, all space quantum cells are occupied and have a length of a*, respectively; the space quantum cell triple
has shifted to the left; (e) and (f) Now the subsequent occupation of the space quantum
cells starts from the right side; (g) After the subsequent space quantum cell occupation
has finished from the right side, all space quantum cells are occupied (as it is the case in
(d)) and all space quantum cells have a length of a*, respectively; but the space quantum
cell triple has shifted to the right in contrast to (d).

time quant later the middle space quantum cell SQ2 is occupied also implying a
reduction of the cell length from a to a* (Figure 6(f)). Thus the space quantum
triple is further shifted to the right side. After all a time quant later the left space
quantum cell is occupied SQ1 at last also implying a reduction of the cell length
from a to a* (Figure 6(g)). This sequence of space quantum cell occupation by a
mass quantum results in a shift of the entire space quantum triple to the right
side.
By comparing the first case with the second case, it is evident that in both cases all three space quantum cells are occupied and all space quantum cells have
the length of a*, but in the first case the space quantum cell triple is shifted to the
left side, while in the second case the space quantum cell triple is shifted to the
right side: obviously, different occupation sequences yield different positions of
DOI: 10.4236/jhepgc.2019.54064
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the entire space quantum cell triple. Evidently, the final position of the entire
space quantum triple strongly depends on the order by which the space quantum cells are occupied by the material quanta.
By processing this Monte Carlo simulation, all possible occupation orders or
occupation sequences can be simulated: so one can start the occupation order by
occupying firstly the middle space quantum cell SQ2 and then the left or right
space quantum cell, etc.
By performing a Monte Carlo simulation with much more than three space
quantum cells, it can be shown that a probability density distribution of the final
position of the entire space quantum n-tuple exists with a maximum in the center and inclining flanks to the sides, similar to a Gaussian exponential function
as discussed as follows:
Although it is not mathematically completely correct, this kind of Monte Carlo simulation experiment can be approximated by a Poisson binomial distribution with its probability mass function ρX(k):
=
ρX (k )

∑∏ pi ∏ (1 − p j )

(2)

with ρX(k) as the probability of having k successful trials and pi and pj as the
probability of the trials i and j, respectively.

The corresponding distribution function FX=
( k ) P ( X ≤ k ) is as follows:
FX ( k )= P ( X ≤ k )=

∑ k ∑∏ pi ∏ (1 − p j )

(3)

with FX=
( k ) P ( X ≤ k ) as the probability of having X successful trials between
0 and k.
According to [7], the Poisson binomial distribution FX(k) itself can be ap-

proximated by the normal distribution function φ ( k ) in case of a large number
of trials:

 k + 0.5 − µ 
FX ( k ) ≈ φ 

σ



(4)

with μ as the expected value and σ as the standard deviation.
Summarizing, consequently the final position of the entire space quantum
triple strongly depends on the occupation sequence of the space quantum cells
by the material quanta that means it depends in which order the space quantum
cells are occupied by the material quanta. This could be interpreted as the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.
Of course it can be happen that during a single time quant, all space quantum
cells are being occupied simultaneously, but this is very unlikely to happen although it cannot be totally excluded.
This interpretation combines elements of De-Broglie-Bohm theory and elements of Copenhagen interpretation of Quantum mechanics with one another.
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